INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Translife Cooler & Guard Kit

Our Flex-a-Lite Cooler & Guard kit adds both style and protection to any cooler install. With the use of our patented GatorClips®, your new cooler can be securely mounted to your vehicle; either directly with the included hardware, or by using one of our optional Accessory Bracket Sets. Visit www.flex-a-lite.com to learn more.

Assemble & Install Cooler and Guard Kit
1. Temporarily attach the nylon GatorClips® to the cooler.
2. Orient the cooler so fittings point toward the most direct route to the transmission oil lines.
3. Mark center of bolt locations and drill a 5/16” hole through panel or brackets the remote cooler will be mounted to.

NOTE: All Flex-a-lite oil cooler kits can also be mounted using our Accessory Bracket Set. Visit Flex-a-lite.com for details on these mounting accessories to fit your application.

4. Place (4) supplied spacers between the cooler guard and the GatorClips®.
5. Attach guard and cooler to panel or bracket using the supplied bolts, washers and lock nuts as shown in the diagram to the left.

6. Attach included hose to cooler and vehicle lines using included hose clamps. (If cutting factory metal lines we highly recommend double flaring the ends to prevent abrasion to the hose).

7. Top off fluid and bleed lines of all air and enjoy your new Translife Cooler & Guard!

What's Next?
Register your product for warranty at http://automotive.flex-a-lite.com/warranty-registration/

Enjoy your Flex-a-lite performance cooling product!

If you need further assistance, please contact tech services at 253-922-2700 M-F 8:00am-5:00pm PST.